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Partnering with patients to accelerate 
discoveries in cancer research





The Scientific Need in Cancer Research
● Ultimate goal: To understand what drives cancer 

so that we eventually can interpret every patient’s 
cancer genome, identify the optimal treatments, 
and anticipate and preempt resistance before it 
arises

● There’s been a lot of progress, but we still have 
much work to do

● What will it take to get there? Detailed molecular 
and genomic characterization of thousands of 
tumor and germline samples along with clinical, 
pathologic, and radiologic data



Challenges to Studying Patient Tumor Samples

Only 5% of U.S. 
cancer patients are 
enrolled in clinical 

trials

85% of U.S. cancer 
patients are treated 

in community 
settings

Most tumor samples have not been readily available for study

Technology, social media, and 
cultural changes now provide a 

new opportunity to engage cancer 
patients and directly partner with 

them in this research



Objective: To generate a publicly available 
database of clinical, genomic, molecular, and 
patient reported data in cancer to accelerate 

discoveries and the development of new 
treatment strategies



The Metastatic Breast Cancer Project





Patient-Partnered Research



Enable cancer patients anywhere 
to share their information and 
samples with researchers 
everywhere 



Count Me In Team



Current Projects







●WES, RNA-seq, germline, and clinical 
data from MBCp, ASCp, and MPCp are 
publicly available

●Significant increase in data inquiries 
and downloads over the past few 
months

●More than 30 peer-reviewed papers 
using the data have been published; 
multiple others are in preparation / 
under review

Data Sharing and Use by External Researchers





CMI Data Generation Process



* * * * *
*

*

*Processes that can 
scale with demand

CMI Data Generation Process



CMI Data Generation Process
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Current State
Dedicated team of Clinical Research 
Coordinators:

● Review each patient’s Medical Release 
Form 

● Contact each hospital’s medical records 
department 

● Electronically fax a request for records 

● Log and track medical record PDFs 
received by electronic fax

75% of hospitals have an EMR, and yet
75% of medical communication is via fax1

1: Vox "The Fax of Life"

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/13/upshot/coronavirus-response-fax-machines.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.vox.com/health-care/2017/10/30/16228054/american-medical-system-fax-machines-why


Clinically Annotated Genomic Data



Clinically Annotated Genomic Data



ALBERT summary

Slide: Dewey Kim, PhD



Pathology Abstraction Questions

● When was the sample collected?
● Where in the body was the biopsy taken?
● Was the biopsy taken from the left or right 

side?
● What is the biopsy type?
● Is there evidence of ductal carcinoma in situ 

(DCIS)?
● Is there evidence of lobular carcinoma in situ 

(LCIS)?
● What is the tumor grade?
● What is the histology of the tumor?
● What is the estrogen receptor (ER) status?
● What is the estrogen receptor (ER) 

percentage?
● What is the progesterone receptor (PR) 

status?

● What is the progesterone receptor (PR) 
percentage?

● What is the overall HER2 status?
● What were the results of the HER2 fluorescence 

in situ hybridization (FISH) assay?
● What were the results of the HER2 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) assay?
● What is the HER2 ratio?
● What is the HER2 copy number?
● What is the CEP17 copy number?
● What is the Ki67 copy number?

Slide: Dewey Kim, PhD



Slide: Dewey Kim, PhD



Changing Landscape
HIPAA

● Patients have the right to obtain their medical 
records

21st Century Cures Act

● Defined data elements as US Core Data for 
Interoperability (USCDI)

● Adopted Fast Healthcare Interoperability 
Resources (FHIR V4) as an API standard

● Reduces information blocking: clinical notes 
must be available via API

Patients have the right to their data, and 
now a common framework to enable that



● Defining a standard in the USCDI is a 
good first step

● Version 1 still leaves a majority of the full 
clinical story as unstructured text in notes

● FHIR and USCDI will continue to evolve to 
meet additional use cases such as 
oncology-specific data elements

Changing Landscape

Image: HealthIT.gov

https://www.healthit.gov/isa/sites/isa/files/inline-files/USCDIv12019revised.pdf


Piloting Electronic Medical Record Acquisition

● Patient Data Manager (PDM) Pilot
○ 15 Patient Pilot study
○ Patients will use MITRE’s PDM app to obtain medical 

records via API and share with CMI
○ Gap analysis between PDM data, manually abstracted 

data, and mCODE data standard will identify NLP 
opportunities

● Natural Language Processing Collaboration
○ Leveraging pilot data and reference databases, we will 

explore data curation tool development to optimize manual 
abstraction

○ Areas include: medical record summarization, document 
classification, identifying regions of interest



Patient Data Manager
Simple to share Interesting to work with

Images: MITRE



Piloting Electronic Medical Record Acquisition

Slide: May Terry
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